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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2012

PART - III

PHILOSOPHY- HONOURS
Paper - VI

Duration: 4 Hours 1 [ Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Answer Question No.1 and any five from the rest.

1 o;r~ 2P!1 '8 ~ ell c<Wf ~ ~ ~ ~ I

I. Answer any ten questions from the following: 10 x 2 = 20

a) Put quotation marks in the proper places in the following sentences:

i) This is the true meaning of democracy.

ii) Valour means the same as courage.

b) Give example of two words which have the same denotation but different
designation.

c) What is type-token ambiguity ?
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d) Evaluate the following definition with reason:

House :A building designed for human habitation.

e) What type of characteristic is mentioned in each of the following proposition
~ - defining or accompanying? Explain.

r\l\~1.40

,;t'~<[ '~" i) Triangles have three sides.
,"I.,.? ii] Birds can fly.
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f) Give two examples of conventional sign.

g) 'Bitter' - Can this word be defined verbally or ostensibly? Give reasons for your
answer.
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h) Analyse the meaning of the word 'truth' or 'true' in each of the following:

i] It is truth that hurts.

ii] He is a true friend .



m) Determine whether the following statements would pass the testability criterion:

i) There are living beings on other planets.

ii) I feel tooth-ache.

HC~I'& ~~~ ~ ~'WfI~ ?

i) ~ ~2fTGft~1

ii) ~~<rr~~~1
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i) What is Naive Realism -?

j) Examine whether the following sentences are meaningful:

i) Snow is pink.

ii) Number 7 is blue.

i) ~~~C~~I

ii) 7 ~~~~I

k) What is propositional knowledge?

1) Is the following statement analytic or synthetic? Give reasons.

All blue things are coloured.

HC~I'& ~ ~ F<lC~~<P~~ ~~~ ? ~ ~ I
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n) What according to Plato, is universal? 6

0) What is intuition?

~I;-Iume'S dictum 'If no impression, then no ideas' applies to image; it does not seem to
apply to concepts." Explain the above statement. 16

~ ~ ~"fT ~ 9fmf rn' - ~\g~'$I \!l~ ~ ~~FWl ~ 2WTT'OO, ~ ~ ~ I" \.!l~

~~-.m~~1

3. Explain and examine the Correspondence Theory of Truth. 16

~ ~ ~9ff ~1fIt- -.m~ '8 ~ ~ I

4. ~XPlain the difference between strong and weak idealism. Critically explain BerkeleyU' ~dealism in this context. 4 + 1

~ '8 ~ ~1<l<l1O'f'$l ~~ 9fT~ "<lTf~ ~'I \!l~~ ~uf'$I" ~1<l<l1t'f'$l ~ -.m~ ~ I

~

~ b)

What is meant by possibility and impossibility ?

Explain with illustration the different kinds of possibility and impossibility.

c) Are the following logically possible? .Justify.

i) To go back to the past.

ii) Auditory sensation of a colour. 2+
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a) Explain with examples the distinction between defining characteristics and

accompanying characteristics. 6

b) What is the importance of this distinction? 4

c) What type of characteristic is mentioned in the followingpropositions? 6

i) Books contain paper.

ii) An axe is an instrument used for cutting.

iii) Steel is an alloy of iron.

<7l)

ii) ~ ~~ ~<p ~IM~I~~ N-rn ~ <mr I

iii) Ml\5 ~ ~~~~ I

What is the meaning of 'law of nature' ? 4

Explain in this connection the distinction between descriptive and prescriptive

laws. B

Which of the followingsentences would be considered to be laws of nature? 4

i) All crows are black.

ii) All triangles have three sides.

iii) Allmetals are good thermal conductors.

iv) Gold is malleable ..
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iv) ~~~I

What is determinism ? 4

Make a comparative study between determinism and "indeterminism. 8

Why is self-determinism more acceptable than determinism and

indeterminism in the context of 'freedom' ? 4

<15)

~)

Explain and examine Plato's Theory of Universal. 8

State briefly in what respects Aristotle's view of Universals differs from that of

Plato. 8

<15)

~)
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Explain the different senses in which 'know' is used.

Explain the conditions of propositional knowledge.

6
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11. Write short notes on any two of the following:

a) Category mistake

b) Strong and weak idealism

c) Stipulative and reportative definition

d) Different types of ambiguity.
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